True Rapture or False Flag Rapture on 23rd Sept 2017?
On this program I want to make the sensational proposition that the
Illuminati and the Elite, the deep state, the One-World Government
under the control of Satan will stage a tremendous false flag Rapture
on this date of the great sign just a few months from now.

And I've come to this conclusion because of this controversy I've had
the last few weeks with Scottie Clarke and his buddies who are trying
to claim that he discovered this Revelation 9/23 sign and that's a big
lie; I posted my first video three months before Scott Clarke's.
Let me just review the very obvious fake posting on Rex Fritchey's
website in which he lied about the date on which he posted it; he
changed the date. And there's the exact quote that he used and this
quote because this quote can only come from ten months after he
claims. Rex Fritchie, claimed that on February 2011, this is what he
supposedly wrote it, about Iran closing the Straits of Hormuz and he
put this in quotation marks; I didn't realize this before: ‘they would
close the Strait of Hormuz cutting off oil exports if the West
imposes sanctions on Iran's oil shipments’. That is a quotation but
that did not come from 2009 or 2010 as HamrickCE claims.
And now I want to show you where that quote IS derived from.
Remember, these are translations from the Arabic so it's not exact.
And this is Reuters, Tuesday, December the 27th, 2011, ten months
AFTER Fritchey claims that quote was published. Here is the article:
‘Iran threatens to stop Gulf oil if sanctions are widened, (and this
is Reuters), Iran threatened on Tuesday, December 27, 2011, to
stop the flow of oil through the Strait of Hormuz if foreign
sanctions were imposed on its crude exports and here is the
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quote, almost identical to Fritchey's quote: ‘if they impose
sanctions on Iran's oil exports then even one drop of oil cannot
flow from the Strait of Hormuz’. Now, here's a very similar posting,
this was one day later on December the 28th, 2011, ten months after
Mr. Fritchey's clairvoyant quotation: ‘Iran threatens to block Strait of
Hormuz oil route (now this is from the BBC, the Dateline is December
28th, as I said, 2011) vice president Mohamed Rizi Rahimi warned
not a drop of oil will pass through the Strait of Hormuz if
sanctions are widened’. In fact, if you google Fritchey’s actual quote
from his web site, many similar stories will come up, ALL of them many
months AFTER he claims he saw those stories.
So why are these people going to the tremendous effort of changing a
website and changing the date? And why are these people, that is
Scottie Clarke supporters, so adamant and so determined to make it
appear that Clarke discovered this Revelation 12 sign which occurs on
September the 23rd, and the only reason I can think of is to make it
more credible that the Rapture will also occur on that date. And would
the elite under Satan's direction want to stage a false flag rapture? You
might think that's difficult; I mean if they can stage 9/11 and not have
people involved tell about it, they could stage a false flag rapture very
easily. And I believe there are four big reasons: number one, this
would co-opt almighty God's plans. I think Almighty God is going to
stage a tremendous event on this date; that's why this date is given in
Scripture. That's not an accident; it is not the date of the Rapture.
Jesus said over and over again ‘no man knows the day or the hour’
(of the Rapture).
And that comes to the second reason that the elite will stage this false
flag, it would prove that Jesus was wrong when he said ‘no man knows
the day or the hour’ and that Scottie Clarke is right. Scottie Clarke is
trying to say ahead of time that he knows the ‘day or the hour’ and that
this is the date; that is totally wrong! Jesus said he would come like a
thief in the night. He would come like a bridegroom for his bride. Both
the wise and the foolish virgins are asleep when Jesus returns to
rapture his bride and besides, it is not the man-child in Revelation 12:1
who is raptured because the man-child is going to a wedding feast.
First the man-child has to be born. This Great Sign primarily has to do
with a woman not the man-child. And thirdly, I believe their reason will
be to, believe it or not, discredit Donald Trump. Now let me tell you
how this will work: they would have no compulsion, for example, not to
take down an entire airplane; they've done it before. And if they do
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that, what will they say? Well the FAA will say ‘we could not find the
pilot's body’ and everybody will say, ‘oh sure, he was raptured’.
Or they will kidnap people. Let's say some teacher in school made a
reputation of telling her students that environmentalism is the most
important issue of the day and that Donald Trump is a scoundrel. They
might kidnap her on this date, murder her, but post the false idea that
she was raptured. Or, maybe they will say that some guy down the
street, a made-up individual who supposedly went to church all the
time, maybe was a practicing Catholic, a big supporter of Pope
Bergoglio, the False Prophet, and he's missing on this same date; he
was raptured and people will remember that he had a ‘Dump Trump’
sign on his lawn. Believe me, this could very well be one of the
reasons that the elite under Satan’s direction, will stage a false flag on
this date.
And the fourth reason, the people who are supposedly left behind
would be very discouraged; they would say ‘since the rapture has
already occurred, I won't be raptured’ and they would be mistaken
because the Rapture comes in the future. Now, the Rapture could
come before this date, don't forget; the Rapture is imminent. And the
people who get discouraged, they would no longer have any incentive
to keep oil in their lamps or their wicks trimmed. Therefore Satan has
at least four good reasons to stage a false flag event on this day. And
I'm not the first to think of this, by the way. There are other videos on
YouTube, and some of them are very interesting; for example one
person suggested that they will show people going up to heaven
through a hologram and that's very interesting.
Or they will use Project Blue Beam. And I don't mind giving other
people credit for this idea, unlike Scott Clarke who doesn't like to give
me credit for being first and if I'm first I do insist on receiving that
particular accolade because I WAS first. But other people who are first,
who suggested that the Illuminati, the elite, will stage a false flag on
this date, I give them credit and I got some of my ideas from them. So,
that is my word for today and Mr. Hamrick, who likes to launch
personal attacks against me, instead of bad mouthing me, see if you
can find the date of the quotation that Mr. Fritchey has on his website.
See if you can google that quotation and see if you can find even one
article from February, 2011, as he claims. They ALL appeared much
later .
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Scottie Clarke and his supporters are lying or you may just be useful
idiots; maybe you don't work for the Illuminati, maybe you don't work
for Satan; I don't want to accuse you of that but you are playing into his
hands you are useful idiots. Satan has a very nefarious plan for this
date; he's going to try to co-opt what Almighty God is going to do on
that day. And I don't say I know what Almighty God is going to do but I
do think that Satan may have a clue and he knows that God is going to
do something spectacular and he is going to try to do something
equally spectacular and the news media will support Satan's
contentions. I mean today, we have two Popes. How many people
believe that Pope Benedict is still the true Pope; how many Catholics,
for example? They all think Pope Francis is the real pope, I should say
Pope Bergoglio. In any case that’s my message for today.
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